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Abstract—PubMed mining is currently at the epicenter of
intense interdisciplinary research. Text mining methodologies
provide a way to retrieve and analyze emotionally charged words,
punctuation, and syntax. Moreover, they can analyze scientific
literature and process document collections. Moving beyond
traditional document-term matrix representation, an architecture
for content based retrieval from PubMed is proposed whose core
is a document-term-author third order tensor. This methodology
has been implemented in Python over Neo4j and has been applied
to a PubMed document article collection.

Index Terms—PubMed; Entrez; Tensor algebra; Medical infor-
mation retrieval; Topic clustering; MeSH ontology; Text mining;
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I. INTRODUCTION

PubMed is the largest public online database regarding life

sciences and biomedical research under the administrative

oversight of NIH1. It was created in 1996 and currently

contains more than fourteen million abstracts in 2015 receiving

more than seventy million queries each month. Its topic

diversity is huge, as it is estimated that more than two million

keywords, excluding variations, are searchable through the

PubMed coupled indexing engine, Entrez.

Among these documents, there are approximately 100K

documents related to human emotional analysis, an offshoot

of computer science, psychology, and cognitive science with

the explicit objective of studying the theory and practice of

systems capable of recognizing, analyzing, and even emulating

human emotional states. Text mining methodologies are a ma-

jor mainstay of human emotion analysis as they can efficiently

and reliably retrieve and analyze emotionally charged words,

punctuation marks, as well as grammatical structures.

Text mining techniques can be broadly divided into two

parts. First, terms and documents of interest are retrieved and

preprocessed. Then, ad hoc or permanent analytics are devel-

oped and executed over the preprocessed document collection.

MeSH2 is a controlled vocabulary thesaurus defined by the

National Library of Medicine. It includes a set of description

terms organized in a hierarchical structure where more general

concepts appear at the top and more specific concepts appear

at the bottom. The initial MeSH release of 2007 had 25K main

headings, more than a 160K supplementary concepts, and over

90K entry terms. They form a solid basis for vocabularies,

1http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed
2http://www.nlm.nih.gov/mesh

ontologies, and metadata from extracting knowledge from

online repositories including PubMed.
Once the documents are preprocessed, a suitable repre-

sentation is selected allowing efficient knowledge mining. A

very common model for a large document collection is the

vector model which is based on the term-document matrix.

This paper employs a third order tensor in order to represent

document-term-author triplets, allowing thus additional mining

from co-authorship information. Document querying has an

added degree of freedom, as now a query can be a term-author

matrix, a term vector, or an author vector.
Regarding emotional modeling in social networks, in [15]

and [16] emotions form the basis for estimating the influence

of Twitter users. Moreover, one potential utilization of the

corresponding analysis is the prediction of the information

spread on Twitter based on its emotional content. In [17]

emotional features in each retweet are used in analysis.
The primary contribution of this work is a framework for

retrieving PubMed articles regarding human emotion analysis

based on MeSH thesaurus by querying a document-term-

author third order tensor. It has been implemented on Python

using the Biopython Entrez and the Neopython Neo4j APIs.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In

section II the scientific literature regarding medical retrieval is

briefly overviewed. In section III the proposed architecture is

outlined, while in section IV the proposed tensor analytics are

outlined. Section V discusses the experimental results. Finally,

in section VI future research directions are discussed.

TABLE I
SYMBOLS USED IN THIS PAPER.

Symbol Meaning
�
= Equality by definition

{xk} Set comprised of elements xk

|S| Cardinality of set S
× Cartesian product

×n Tensor product along n-th dimension

‖T ‖F Frobenius tensor norm

1n Vector with n entries of 1

II. PREVIOUS WORK

Document clustering techniques were combined with se-

mantic knowledge bases such as MeSH in [13][18][14][1].



MeSH indexing in [12] was improved by assigning MeSH

terms to MEDLINE citations for archiving and retrieval pur-

poses. Furthermore, in [32] PuReD-MCL is presented, based

on the graph clustering algorithm MCL [10]. In [35] is

investigated whether the biomedical ontology of MeSH can

improve the clustering quality for MEDLINE articles. The

accuracy of similarity metrics is assessed in [7][2][21].

Medical retrieval in its general form predates the Web as

MEDLINE, the first online medical database were accessi-

ble through text protocols over POTS lines, came online in

1979. Medical document search and similarity strategies are

presented in [31]. The advent of Semantic Web [30] sparked

additional interest in medical and gene ontology creation and

handling [6][25][4][22]. Further momentum was gained with

the addition of retrieval methods based on images [31][33] and

specialized text mining methodologies [3][5].

To the best of the authors knowledge, no medical retrieval

tensor based system exists that relies completely on a graph

database, although [29] describes a graph database implemen-

tation for human gene ontology processing.

III. ARCHITECTURE

This section presents the architecture and the software com-

ponents of the Python implementation including Biopython,

py2neo and Neo4j, and MeSH thesaurus with MeSHpy API.

Entrez is a special purpose and federated search engine

designed to provide seamless access across a vast array of US

medical databases, each ultimately under NIH administrative

oversight. Many Entrez APIs have been developed for various

programming languages. Each such API should implement

as a minimum methods for searching medical documents

based either on document ID or on search terms, retrieving

documents and abstracts, and suggesting relevant articles.

Entrez stores medical documents as XML trees, facilitating

thus lexical analysis and at the same time rendering a graph

database for local storage and analysis appealing. Table II lists

the XML tags outlined by the Entrez XML schema. Biopython

TABLE II
PUBMED DOCUMENT XML TAGS.

FileHeader ArticleSet Article

Journal PublisherName JournalTitle

ISSN Volume Issue

PubDate Year Month

Season Day Replaces

ArticleTitle VernacularTitle FirstPage

ELocationID Language AuthorList

Author FirstName MiddleName

LastName Suffix CollectiveName

Affiliation Identifier GroupList

Group GroupName IndividualName

PublicationType ArticleIdList ArticleId

History Abstract OtherAbstract

CopyrightInfo ObjectList Object

Param LastPage

is an open source Python project with the explicit goal of

implementing an Entrez API for Python, allowing dynamic

access to NIH databases. The most frequently used Biopython

methods are listed in table III.

TABLE III
BIOPYTHON FUNCTIONS.

Method Task
efetch Retrieves records from an id list

epost Posts a file containing an id list

esearch Searches and retrieves an id list

elink Checks for external articles from an id list

einfo Provides various fields for each database

esummary Finds document summaries from an id list

egquery Provides Entrez database counts in XML

espell Retrieves spelling suggestions

read Obtains the XML tree from Entrez

parse Parses the XML tree

Currently there is a rising interest in four types of non-

relational databases, namely the key-value, graph, document,
and column family, collectively known as NoSQL databases.

Each is optimized for a data type, displayed in table IV.

TABLE IV
NOSQL DATA TYPES.

Database Data type
Graph Graph

Key-value Associative array

Document JSON or BSON documents

Column family Wide and nested tables

Property 1: NoSQL databases are schemaless [28][8].

Property 2: NoSQL databases obey the BASE requirements:

• Basic Availability. The database is operational most of

the time. Downtime depends on local requirements.

• Soft state. The database does not have to be write con-

sistent and replicas are not always mutually consistent.

• Eventual consistency. The database becomes consistent

at a later point in time.

Neo4j is a graph database supporting queries through either

Cypher, a query language, or through APIs for Python, Scala,

and Java [27][28]. py2neo is a Python Neo4j API with imper-

ative and declarative features. Thus, the Cypher command

merge ( v { t f i d f : 3 . 1 4 } )

re turn v

can be executed in an imperative way

from py2neo import Graph , Node

graph = Graph ( )

v = Node ( ’ t f i d f ’ , t f i d f = 3 . 1 4 )

g raph . merge ( v )

or, alternatively, in a declarative way as a Cypher string



from py2neo import Graph

graph = Graph ( )

g raph . c yp he r . e x e c u t e ( . . .

’MERGE( v{ t f i d f :{N}} ) ’ ,{ ’N’ : 3 . 1 4 } )

The third order tensors described in section IV were stored

in Neo4j as graphs with n3 vertices with the modified tf-

idf scores of equation (2) as edge properties. Then, the client

would read the database, build the tensors in Tensor Toolbox,

and execute the queries. This was done in order to develop a

richer set of analytics over the graph database.

MeshPy is a Python API for accessing MeSH. Moreover, it

offers additional functionality for lexical and syntactic analysis

as well as for subtheseaurus construction.

Tensor Toolbox is a MATLAB toolbox dedicated to tensor

handling by Sandia labs [19]. It can represent a tensor in

Tucker or Kruskal forms. Tensors are the primary data type

as they naturally represent document-term-author triplets.

IV. ANALYTICS

The document collection procedure is summarized in algo-

rithm 1. Initially, PubMed was queried for full texts separately

with term {Tk} and author {Ak} sets. Both terms and authors

were selected from the field of emotion analysis.

A document filtering was performed based on quality cri-

teria set {Qk}. Compiling {Qk} is no trivial task, as it can

degrade to an all-reject rule. As a safety valve, the null return

rate should be monitored as shown in step 6. Quality criteria

include:

• Author ranking, computed for instance from a large

research collaboration graph.

• Article ranking, computed for instance from a biblio-

graphic reference network.

• Research continuity, indicated by other articles on the

same or similar subject over a given time span.

• The impact factor for journal articles or the acceptance

rate for articles in conference proceedings.

• Number, relevancy, and abstraction level of keywords,

depending on the field.

• Number of coauthors, again depending on the field.

Follwing filtering by {Qk}, each article was processed

by removing both HTML tags and stop words and by then

stemming each remaining term with the Porter lexicon in

order to prune characters, misspellings, and terms that can

possibly affect document quality. Consecutively, each article is

converted to a 20 term vector which was then enriched with the

12 most expressive MeSH terms according to the Wu-Palmer

concept similarity metric [34], defined on two concepts c1 and

c2 in ontologies restricted to taxonomic links as

w(c1, c2) =
2s0

s1 + s2
(1)

where s0 is the distance of the least common ancestor of c1 and

c2 from the ontology root, while s1 and s2 are the distances

of c1 and c2 respectively from the ontology root.

From that point on, analysis was forked. First, the k-means

algorithm with c = 20 communities with the cosine similarity

distance was executed to discover latent document similarities.

Second, a third order tensor G ∈ R
n×n×n has been built

representing document-term-author relationships.

Definition 1: An p-th order tensor T ∈ S1 × S2 . . . × Sp

is an p-dimensional array indexed by p integers and coupling

simultaneously at most p distinct linear spaces Sk, 1 ≤ k ≤ p.

Note that a tensor naturally extends a matrix since the latter

couples two distinct linear spaces, namely the row and the col-

umn spaces. Similarly to a real valued matrix M ∈ R
I1×I2 , an

p-th order real valued tensor is denoted as T ∈ R
I1×I2×...×Ip .

Note that by definition G contains n documents, terms, and

authors. This needs not be the case in general. The motivation

for suggesting a document-term-author tensor is that authors

are important factors of scientific literature, as is shown from

the study of co-authorship graphs in scientometrics [24][23]. A

secondary inspiration were OLAP cubes, a common database

analytic approach [11]. Initially, entry G[i1, i2, i3] has the

occurrences of term i2 in document i3 authored by i1. Then,

a modifed three factor tf-idf scheme is applied

w[i1, i2, i3]
�
= t[i1, i2] d[i2]w[i1, i2, i3] (2)

where t[i1, i2] is the augmented frequency of i2 in i1

t[i1, i2]
�
=

1

2
+

fi2,i1
2maxi∗ fi∗,i1

(3)

d[i2] is the inverse document frequency smooth factor

d[i2]
�
= log

(
1 +

n

|d : d contains i2|

)
(4)

and w[i3] is the inverse author frequency smooth factor

w[i1, i2, i3]
�
= log

(
1 +

n

|d : i3 authored d|

)
a[i1] (5)

where a[i1] is the number of authors of document i1.

Two metrics of interest are the sparsity of G and the Frobe-

nius norm of G. The former indicates compression potential,

whereas the latter indicates whether there are strong or weak

connections between documents, terms, and authors.

Definition 2: The Frobenius norm ‖T ‖F of an p-th order

tensor T ∈ R
I1×I2×...×Ip is the square root of the sum along

each dimension of its elements squared

‖T ‖F
�
=

⎛
⎝ I1∑

i1=1

I2∑
i2=1

. . .

Ip∑
ip=1

T 2[i1, i2, . . . , ip]

⎞
⎠

1
2

(6)

Generally, when ‖G‖F is more than log n, then the connec-

tions are considered to be strong.

Similarly to the two dimensional case, a query to G regard-

ing either terms or authors can be expressed as the product of

a suitable vector q0 with G. Moreover, queries can be about

both terms and authors through a query matrix Q0.

Definition 3: T ×k v ,multiplication along dimension k of a

p-th order tensor T ∈ R
I1×...×Ik×...×Ip with a vector v ∈ R

Ik



Algorithm 1 Collection construction

Require: Term set {Tk}, author set {Ak}, quality set {Qk}
Ensure: G is a document-term-author third order tensor

1: retrieve documents with {Tk} or from {Qk} in LD

2: for all documents d ∈ LD do
3: filter d according to {Qk}
4: end for
5: if LD is empty then
6: return null

7: end if
8: for all documents d ∈ LD do
9: parse the XML tree of d

10: remove HTML tags and stop words

11: stem with Porter stemmer

12: populate author list LA and term list LT

13: end for
14: compute enriched vectors with MeSH

15: for all (i1, i2, i3) ∈ LD × LT × LA do
16: G[i1, i2, i3] ← number of occurences of i2 in i1
17: end for
18: compute modified tf-idf weights for G
19: return G

is a (p− 1)-th order tensor A with elements

A[i1, . . . ik−1, ik, . . . , ip]
�
=

Ik∑
ik=1

T [i1, . . . , ip]v[ik] (7)

Similarly, T ×kM multiplication along dimension k of a p-th

order tensor T with a matrix M ∈ R
J1×Ik is defined as

B[i1, . . . j, . . . , ip] �
=

Ik∑
ik=1

T [i1, . . . , ip]M[j, ik] (8)

To pose a term query through a vector q regarding terms , it

suffices to execute G ×2 q and weigh equally the authors with

G×3 1n. For author queries, query vector p and 1n need only

swapped above. Finally, for a two dimensional query about

both terms and authors, G ×2 q and G ×3 p are executed as

shown in algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Collection querying

Require: Query vector(s) q, p
Ensure: Similarity to q or p

1: if a term query q is not given then
2: q ← 1n

3: end if
4: if a term query p is not given then
5: p ← 1n

6: end if
7: return G ×2 q×3 p

V. RESULTS

Before analyzing the query performance, it is worth looking

at the tensor contents and specifically at the term list. The

most common terms are shown in table V. Their overwhelming

majority consists of words denoting human emotions, whereas

there are three smaller distinct groups pertaining to social me-

dia analysis, robotics, and politics. In any human emotion anal-

ysis these words have a dominant position, being the analysis

objective. Moreover, social media constitute a considerable

source of emotional states in textual form. Although there are

other rapidly emerging forms of emotional display in social

media such as songs, images, hashtags, and emoticons, text

still remains the primary vehicle of emotional communication.

Given the rising popularity of the field of affective robotics,

the occurrence of the term robot is not that unexpected. The

word group regarding politics can be also explained since at

the time of data collection US presidential elections were well

under way with candidates of both Democrat and Republican

parties causing strong emotional responses from supporters

and opponents.

TABLE V
TOP TERM FREQUENCIES.

Term Freq. (%) Term Freq. (%)
emotion 5.86 affection 2.03
love 5.02 primaries 1.62
joy 4.11 account 1.09
hate 3.59 robot 0.92
anger 2.43 disgust 0.71
community 2.11 bipartisan 0.36

Table VI summarizes a number of models regarding basic

human emotions [26]. It can be seen that many of the emotions

of table V also appear in table VI, signifying the validity of

the proposed approach.

In figure 1 can be seen the result of ranking the document

cluster sizes based on terms when n = 128 and n = 256. No

author information has been used. The top 20 cluster sizes have

been selected and normalized such that their total size equals

100%. When n = 128 seems that there are practically only 18
size clusters. Also, the rankings tend to be highly clustered.

When n = 256, there is more diversity in size rankings, which

appear to follow a Zipf law. The latter is consistent with the

theory developed under the document clustering hypothesis.

Fig. 1. Cluster size ranking (n = 128 and n = 256, c = 20).



TABLE VI
BASIC EMOTION LISTS IN SCIENTIFIC LITERATURE (FROM [26]).

Model Basic Emotions
Plutchik Acceptance, anger, anticipation,

disgust, joy, fear, sadness, surprise

Arnold Anger, aversion, courage, dejec-

tion, desire, despair, fear, hate,

hope, love, sadness

Ekman, Friesen, and Anger, disgust, fear, joy, sadness,

Ellsworth surprise

Frijda Desire, happiness, interest, sur-

prise, wonder, sorrow

Gray Rage and terror, anxiety, joy

Izard Anger, contempt, disgust, distress,

fear, guilt, interest, joy, shame, sur-

prise

James Fear, grief, love, rage

McDougall Anger, disgust, elation, fear, sub-

jection, tender-emotion, wonder

Mowrer Pain, pleasure

Oatley and Johnson- Anger, disgust, anxiety,

Laird happiness, sadness

Panksepp Expectancy, fear, rage, panic

Tomkins Anger, interest, contempt, disgust,

distress, fear, joy, shame, surprise

Watson Fear, love, rage

Weiner and Graham Happiness, sadness

In figure 2 tensor sparsity versus tensor dimensions is

shown. Sparsity increases slowly with size with a noticeable

jump rise when the size switches from 72 to 80. Also, tensor

sparsity has a maximum recorded value equal to 42.

Fig. 2. Tensor sparsity.

Table VII has the ratio of ‖G‖F to log n. This ratio is

generally a descreasing function of n, which can be attributed

to the weaking of strong topic correlations as new documents

are added to the tensor. Still, the topic links remain strong,

indicating a non-degenerate document collection.

In order to gain a deeper insight of the behavior of our

proposed algorithm, the diagrams of precision versus recall

are presented. Specifically, figures 3, 4 and 5 illustrate the

precision versus recall diagrams for three values of n consid-

TABLE VII
‖G‖F RATIO TO logn.

n 8 16 32 64 128 256
ratio 4.171 3.112 3.209 1.453 1.712 1.456

ering terms, authors, and both. In all cases, precision gradually

decreases with recall until it reaches a steady and very small

number. This is typical in information retrieval, as the more

documents are recalled, then the probability of retrieving

irrelevant documents increases. In the limiting case where

100% of the documents are retrieved, the actual fraction of the

documents in the collection which are relevant to the query is

found. In reality, the user would never see more than 1% of the

documents, however, as actual information retrieval systems

contain millions of articles. Precision for bigger n have slightly

higher starting points than smaller ones, though it eventually

drops to almost zero after recall exceeds 80%. This can be

attributed to the fact that bigger document collections are more

likely to contain relevant information to a given query.

Fig. 3. Precision-recall empirical diagram for terms only.

Fig. 4. Precision-recall empirical diagram for authors only.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This paper presented the application of third order tensor

analytics to a text collection regarding human emotion analysis

obtained from PubMed. There has been an increase in preci-

sion when queries were two dimensional containing terms and

authors in comparison to one dimensional queries containing



Fig. 5. Precision-recall for empirical diagram combined queries.

either terms or authors. Additionally, it was shown that the

ranking of document cluster sizes based on the cosine metric

applied to terms obeyed a Zipf law. The implementation was

based on Python, Neo4j, and Tensor Toolbox. [9]

The above work can be extended in a number of ways.

Tensor sparsity can be increased with techniques such as the

ones proposed in [9]. Moreover, a tensor can be made per-

sistent with methodologies such as those in [20]. In addition,

tensors can be used in data fusion or metric fusion, allowing

the development multimodal analytics. The same argument

applies to multidimensional clustering.
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